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[Describes computer programs for generating a thesaurus given a set of terms the hierarchy 
among which having been determined, as for example, in a classification scheme for a subject-field. 
The programs are written in COBOL. Gives flow-charts and a sample of a thesaurus output.) 
I Introduction 
II OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the work reported in this paper 
is to develop computer programs to generate and output 
a thesaurus given a set of terms the hierarchy among 
which having been determined —for example from a 
conventional classification scheme for a subject-field. 
12 SAMPLE INPUT 
The input data base used in the present work 
is a classification scheme for the subject Programming 
Language (See Sec 6). This schedule contains about 
500 terms. Although it is not exhaustive, it is ade-
quate to illustrate the factors to be considered in 
generating a thesaurus. The output thesaurus contains 
each term/descriptor of the schedule and its broader 
term (BT), narrower terms (NT), and related terms (RT) 
which are recovered from the superordinate, subordi-
nate, and coordinate terms (links) respectively, of 
the input schedule. Cross referencing for synonymous 
terms is also illustrated. 
13 IMPLEMENTATION 
Full documentation of the programs is available 
from the Documentation Research and Training 
Centre**. The programs are written in COBOL 
and were implemented on the ICL-I901 computer. 
They can also be implemented on other computers 
with minor modifications. 
Program PROG reads the input schedule from 
punched cards and creates a random access disk file. 
Each record of the output disk file contains one term 
of the schedule and links to its superordinate, subordi-
nate. and co-ordinate terms. Thus, a tree data struc-
ture is created for the input schedule. 
Program CAR1 uses as input the disk fife created 
by PROG. It starts with the first term, in this case 
'Computer Science and by following all the links 
traverses the tree and creates an output thesaurus on 
magnetic tape containing each term of the schedule 
-with its BT, NTs and RTs. 
Program CAR2 reads the output thesaurus on 
magnetic tape produced by CARI, sorts the terms 
in alphabetical sequence and writes the sorted 
thesaurus on magnetic tape. It then reads the taped 
thesaurus, formats the records, and outputs the 
thesaurus on the line printer. 
Program SYN (to be published later) handles 
synonymous terms and provides the cross referencing 
in the thesaurus, 
14 SCHEDULE OF TERMS FOR INPUT 
As was done in the present case, an existing 
classification schedule can be used for the input. 
characteristics are enumerated in the schedule to indi-
cate the grouping and/or division, such as, ' By Type 
of Data ' in the schedule used in our work, the appa-
ratus word ' B y ' may be omitted. 
The superordinate, subordinate and co-ordinating 
terms (links) for a given term would have been deter-
mined in developing the classification scheme. It 
is possible to determine the BT, NT, and RT links 
for a given term directly from the class number assigned 
to each idea represented by the term/descriptor in 
the schedule, if the class number is expressive, that 
is if it represents explicitly each of the characteristics 
used in the division. However, generally for the pur-
pose of reducing the number of digits in a class number 
assigned to documents, devices such as telescoping, 
group notation, etc are used. The class number 
will not then explicitly represent all the links—super-
ordinate and subordinate—of the hierarchy. The 
sample schedule used in our work contained such 
devices. Therefore, a two-digit Level Number was 
manually assigned to each term in the schedule starting 
with 01 Level Number for 'Computer Science'. 
class number was retained as assigned originally 
* Research Student, DRTC, Bangalore, Sep-Dec, 1974. 
** Indian Statistical Institute, 112 Cross Road 11, Malleswaram, 
Bangalore 560003. 
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portion of the schedule with Level Number and 
ass number is illustrated in Sec 7. 
The synonyms were represented in the schedule 
the following manner. The standard term decided 
upon is given as the first term. It is followed by a 
virgule and the synonymous term. For example : 
C Data manipulation/Data processing 
P21 Hierarchical expansion/Phrase procedure 
terms with variant spellings can be treated in an 
analogous manner. 
| DISK ADDRESS GENERATION 
The original design called for the disk address 
for each record to be randomly generated. This 
would allow direct access to any term in the schedule 
and the implementation of a set of programs to generate 
2 classification schedule from a thesaurus. However, 
problems encountered with the system software per-
illing to the creation of a random access file on the 
forced addresses to be assigned incrementally 
from 001, rather than .be randomly generated from 
classification term. The random access feature 
could be implemented by writing program code to 
handle the necessary disk ' housekeeping' functions, 
which are normally handled by the computer software 
era. The file, as currently created, may be accessed 
randomly if the disk address for a record is known. 
A record can be accessed by supplying the disk address 
the record for ' Computer Science ' and then travers-
the rest of the schedule by following the links, 
randomly accessing the file. 
Program Description for Input 
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
Identification : PROG 
Author : Michael Shepherd 
Date of Current Version : 1974-12-26. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this program is to input, from 
cards a classification schedule and to output this 
schdule into a random access disk file. The program 
determines, from the level number associated with 
each term and the sequence in which the terms are 
input the superordinate, subordinate, and co-ordinate 
terms to each term in the schedule. 
Each record of the output file contains the term 
the schedule, its class number, the device used 
subdivision, and the disk addresses of its superordi-
i term, one subordinate term, and one-co-ordinate 
term The co-ordinate terms form a circular linked 
, Thus, the hierarchical structure of the classi-
fication schedule is preserved and, by following the 
links{disk addresses), the entire tree may be traversed. 
23 INPUT FILE 
The input file to PROG consists of a classi-
fication schedule. The input is from cards and can 
contain any number of records (the sample schedule 
for Computer Science, Programming Language con-
tained 485 terms). Each card contains exactly one 
complete logical record. 
The card format is as follows : 
Columns 
1-2 : A two digit level number. The basic subject 
or discipline, if any, always takes level 
number 01. All subordinate terms have level 
numbers exactly I greater than their 
respective superordinate terms. For 
example, the first record, Computer 
Science, has level number 01. Programming 
Language and all of its related terms have 
level number 02. 
3-8 : The class number of the term, left justified 
in the field and blank padded. The first 
digit may be an indicator digit. If there 
is no class number for the term, the field 
is blank, 
9-78 : The term from the schedule, left justified 
in the field and blank padded. 
79-80 : This field is used to indicate if a particular 
device has been used, such as Alphabetical 
Device (AD), for the subdivision of that 
part of the schedule. If not, then the field 
contains blanks. 
24 OUTPUT FILE 
The output file from PROG is a random access 
disk file called "DISKSCHEDULE". The access 
mode is random, the file organization is direct, and 
it has the capability to handle both first and second 
level overflow. It contains exactly one record for 
each record which was input to PROG. It has one 
logical record per bucket, and each logical record is 
100 characters in length. 
Each record contains its own logical bucket 
number and symbolic key, and the logical bucket 
number and symbolic key of any superordinate term, 
subordinate term, and co-ordinate term. All symbolic 
keys are the letter A followed by two blanks ( " A " ) . 
The subordinate link points to only one subordinate 
term. AII co-ordinate terms form a circular linked 
list. Thus, all subordinate terms may be found by 
following the subordinate link and then the co-ordinate 
link of the subordinate term. All records carry their 
super-ordinate link. 
The logical record format is as follows : 
Characters 
1-3 : The logical bucket number of this particular 
record. 
4-6 : The symbolic key of this particular record. 
7-9 : The logical bucket number of the super-
ordinate term to this record. If no super-
ordinate term, the field contains 0. 
10-12 : The symbolic key of the superordinate 
term whose bucket number is in characters 
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7-9. If no superordinate term, the field 
contains blanks. 
13-15 : The logical bucket number of one term 
subordinate to this record. If no subordinate 
terms, the field contains 0. 
16-18 : The symbolic key of the subordinate term 
whose logical bucket number is in characters 
13-15. If no subordinate terms, the field 
contains blanks. 
19-21 : The logical bucket number of one term 
co-ordinate to this record. If no co-ordinate 
terms, the field contains 0. 
22-24 : The symbolic key of the co-ordinate term 
whose logical bucket number is in characters 
19-21. If no coordinate terms, the field 
contains blanks. 
25-30 : The class number of the term, left justified 
and blank padded. If no class number, 
the field contains blanks. 
31-98 : The term from the classification schedule. 
left justified and blank padded. 
99-100 : This field is used to indicate if a particular 
device has been used for the subdivision 
of that part of the schedule. If not, the 
field contains blanks. 
25 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
The algorithm used is fairly simple and uses 
the principle of a push-down stack. It makes use 
of one such stack and the level numbers associated 
with each record. 
The first record is read, its address generated, 
and the record pushed on to the stack. Bucket addresses 
are incrementally assigned from 001, and all symbolic 
addresses are " A " . 
The first 6 characters of stack record is the disk 
address of the subordinate term to the record immedi-
ately beneath this record on the stack. It is also the 
First Coordinate Term of the linked list. As the 
co-ordinate subordinate terms are encountered, they 
replace the rest of the stack entry, but do not alter 
the first 6 characters of the entry. By saving this 
address, the last co-ordinate term of a circular list 
may be linked back to the first co-ordinate term. 
As each subsequent term is read, its level number 
is compared to the level number of the last entry on 
the stack. If the level number of input is greater, 
then a subordinate term has been read and it is pushed 
onto the stack and the subordinate and superordinate 
links are established with the previous top of the 
stack. 
If the level numbers are equal, the co-ordinate 
link of the top of the stack is established, the top entry 
is output, and the top entry is overwritten by the new 
entry. 
If the level number on input is smaller, the co-
ordinate link of the top entry of the stack is established 
from the first 6 characters of the stack entry, the top 
entry is output, and the stack is popped. This is 
repeated until the level numbers are equal. 
After the last record has been read, the stack is 
popped and written, establishing co-ordinate links,. 
until the stack is empty. 
26 WORKING STORAGE VARIABLES 
DISK-CHECK : 
This variable is used to check for error returns 
after writing on the disk. 
PTR : 
This variable is used as an index on STACK, and 
always points to the top element in the stack. 
TPTR : 
This variable is used as an index on STACK and 
always points to the second top element in the 
stack. This element is always the superordinate 
term to the top element in the stack. 
KEY2 : 
This storage area contains the logical bucket 
number and the symbolic key of the term being 
written onto the disk. 
KEYKEY : 
This storage area is used to calculate the logical 
bucket number and the symbolic key of a term 
during the disk address generation routine. 
STACK-DATA : 
This storage area contains the stack. 
STACK : 
This storage area occurs 20 times in STACK-DATA. 
Thus, there is room for 20 entries on the stacL 
FIRST-ADDR : 
This field is part of STACK. It contains the disk 
address of the first term of a circular list which 
links a set of co-ordinate terms. 
THIS-AODR : 
This field is part of STACK. It contains the disk 
address of this entry on the stack. If the contents 
of FIRST-ADDR equals that of THIS-ADDR, the entry 
is the first term of a set of co-ordinate terms. If 
not equal, then the entry is not the first term, 
but is a member of the set of co-ordinate terms. 
TH1S-LEVEL ; 
This field is part of STACK. It contains the level-
number of this term, 
STACK-REC : 
This storage area is part of STACK. It contains-
the rest of the stack entry. 
S-UPLINK : 
This field is part of STACK-REC. It contains the 
disk address of the superordinate term to this 
stack entry. If there are no co-ordinate terms,. 
S-ACTCO is 0 and S-SYMCO is blank. 
S-CLASSNUM : 
This field is part of STACK-REC. It contains the 
class number of the term of this stack entry. 
If there is no class number, the field contains 
blanks. 
S-TERM : 
This field is part of STACK-REC. It contains the 
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term from the classification schedule for this 
stack entry. 
S-DEVICE : 
This field is part of STACK-REC. It is used to 
indicate if a particular device has been used for 
the sub-division of the part of the schedule to 
which the term in this stack entry belongs. 
3 Program Description for Thesaurus Creation 
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
Identification 
Author 
Date of Current 
Version 
Library Requirements .. 
CAR1 
Carolyn Watters 
1974-12-14 
None. 
32 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this proforma is to create 
thesaurus records from the records created by PROG 
which contain a term of the classification schedule, 
and links to superordinate, subordinate and co-lateral 
terms. A term is processed by determining its broader 
term, all of its related terms, and all of its narrower 
terms. The first narrower term is then processed 
and so on until no further narrower term occurs. 
The next related term is then processed in the same 
way. When all related terms have been processed 
the related terms on the next higher level are processed. 
33 FILES 
1 DISK SCHEDULE 
Identification 
1-0 Function .. 
Details 
2 THESAURUS-DATA 
Identification — 
1-0 Function — 
Medium — 
Recording 
Mode — 
Blocking — 
Record-Name — 
Format 
TERM — 
T-CLASS — 
RELATION-CODE 
RELATED-TERM 
DISKSCHEDULE 
Input 
Refer to file description in 
PROG 
THES-DATA 
Output 
7 track magnetic tape with 
standard label 
Fixed length records, sequen-
tial access 
7 records of 154 characters 
(150 data characters and 4 
characters for word count 
per block) 
THES-DATA-OUT 
68 alphanumeric characters 
for a term from schedule 
6 characters for the class 
number of the term in TERM 
2 characters for relationship 
of terms in the record : 
one of BT, NT, RT. 
68 characters for a term 
from schedule related to the 
term in TERM 
R-CLASS 
Example 
1 68 
— 6 characters for classnumber 
of the related term 
74 76 144 150 
COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 
9S NT AUTOMATA 
THEORY 
9S. 2 
TERM T-CLASS RELATION 
-CODE 
RELATED-
TERM 
R-CLASS 
34 WORKING 
POINTER 
STACK-DATA 
STACK-REG 
S-K 
S-UPLINK 
S-COLISK 
FIRST-ADDR 
STORAGE 
POINTER-1 
— pointer to indicate last entry 
into the stack, STACK-DATA. 
— 20 entry table which is used 
as push-down stack to hold 
records while traversing hier-
archical links of data records. 
— contains actual data record 
- address of record in DISK-
SCHEDULE 
— address of superordinate term 
in DISKSCHEDULE 
— address of co-lateral term 
in DISKSCHEDULE 
— contains the address in DISK-
SCHEDULE of the first co-
lateral term of the corres-
ponding term in STACK-REC. 
The last co-lateral term at 
this level will have this address 
as its co-lateral link. 
— value is one less than current 
value of POINTER. 
35 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
START-WORK 
FIRST-TERM-CREATION -
and a dummy entry 
DATA. GEN-ADDR-2 
record of data to be 
the first record is 
address is "001A" 
This record is read 
into the stack along 
Control passes to 
DISKSCHEDULE which contains 
data from the schedule for 
manipulation is opened as 
input, THESAURUS DATA is 
opened for output of the-
saurus records. Control is 
passed on to FIRST-TERM 
CREATION, 
- POINTER is initiated to value 0 
is made into the stack, STACK-
gets the address of the first 
processed. For this data base, 
"Computer Science" and its 
from the disk file and entered 
with its address in FIRST-ADDR, 
GENERATION. 
GENERATION—The last record in the stack is checked 
to determine if it has a superordinate link. If it 
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has, that is, link not equal to 0 then WRITE-BT is 
executed to create an output record with the broader 
term. The last record in the stack is then checked to 
determine if it has a colateral term, that is, linnk not 
equal to 0. If it has no colateral term, then 
control is transferred to NARROW-GENERATION to 
detennine subordinate terms. If the term has 
co-lateral link then this link is checked against the 
corresponding FIRST-ADDR to determine if all co-
lateral terms have been processed. If the link 
equals the address in FIRST-ADDR then all co-lateral 
terms have been processed and control goes to 
Loop1. If not, WRITE-RT is executed to output 
a record with the related term, WRITE-REV-RT 
is executed to output the reverse of this record as 
well. Control goes to LOOPI. 
LOOP! —This paragraph loops writing output records 
and their reverse for each of the co-lateral terms 
of the last record in the stack. Each co-lateral 
term contains link to the next until the last which 
has its co-laterallink is equal to the address in the 
corresponding FIRST-ADDR. At this point, control 
is passed to NARROW-GENERATION . 
NARROW-GENERATION — Subordinate terms for the last 
record in the stack are now determined. If the 
subordinate link is zero, that is, the last term in 
the stack has no subordinate term, control goes to 
NO-NARROW-TERMS. Otherwise, the first subordinate 
term is read and pushed onto the stack along with 
its addres into FIRST-ADDR. Control goes to LOOP2. 
LOOP2—This paragraph loops writing output records 
for each of the narrow terms for the second to last 
record in the stack. Each narrow term contains a 
co-lateral link to the next narrow term for this 
stack record. When the last narrow term has been 
processed control returns to GENERATION. 
NO-NARROW-TERMS — First the co-lateral link of the 
last record in the stack is checked to see if it has 
another related term. If it has, then control goes 
to RT-EARLIER. If not, as all relations for this term 
have been processed, the record is popped from the 
stack along with the corresponding FIRST-ADDR, 
When the pointer reaches value 1 no more records 
are to be processed and control goes to FINISH. 
Otherwise, control returns to NO-NARROW-TERMS 
to determine if the record which is now last in the 
stack has a co-lateral link to be processed, 
RT-EARLIER — The co-laterally related term of the 
last record in stack is read and replaces the term 
currently last in the stack but the corresponding 
address in FIRST-ADDR is not changed. Control 
is passed to GENERATION to process the relations 
of this term. 
FINISH — When al! records have been processed, or 
an error on input has occurred, both files are closed 
and the message " A L L D O N E " is printed on the 
line printer and execution terminates. 
SUBTRACT-POINTER — Updates value of POINTER-1. 
WRITE-BT — Outputs a record containing the term 
and its class number from the last record in the 
stack, the relation code, BT, and the term and class 
number of the previous record in the stack which 
is superordinate or broader term to the last term. 
GET-RELATED-TERM — Sets up the address in KEYKEY 
from the co-lateral link of the last record in the 
stack so that the co-laterally related term will be the 
next record read, RD is then used to read this 
record from DISKSCHEDULE. 
PUSH — The pointer into the stack is incremented by 1 
and last record read is moved into this position in 
the stack, that is, the record is pushed into the stack. 
WRITE-RT —Using GET-RELATED-TERM the co-laterally 
related term is retrieved from DISKSCHEDULE. Using 
XR-RT-2, an output record for the related term 
is formed and output into THES-DATA, 
XR-RT-2 — On output record is formed for the co-
laterally related term of the last record in the stack, 
WR is used to write this record on THES-DATA. 
WRITE-REV-RT — The first term and class number 
of the record just written into THES-DATA is exchanged 
with the related term and its class number of that 
record and this reversed related terms record is 
then written into THES-DATA using WR. 
GET-NARROW-TERM — The record whose address is 
the subordinate link of the last record in the stack 
is read from DISKSCHEDULE using RD, 
WRITE-NARROW-TERM — An output record is formed 
with the term of the last record in the stack, its class 
number, relation code, NT, and term from the record 
of the subordinate link, that is, the narrow term 
This record is then written into THES-DATA using WR. 
WRITE-CO-RT--The co-lateral link of the last record 
read from DISKSCHEDULE provides the address of 
the next co-laterally related record in its co-lateral 
link. This record is then retrieved from DISK-
SCHEDULE using RD. 
RD — Reads the record from DISKSCHEDULE whose 
address is in KEYKEY and places this record into 
DATA-IN. 
WR — Writes sequentially a record for output into 
THES-DATA. 
4 Program Description for Sorting 
41 PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
Identification — CAR2 
Author — Carolyn Watters 
Date of Current 
Version — 1974-12-14 
Library Requirements — COBOLSORT 
42 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this program is to sort the records 
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of the thesaurus alphabetically on four fields : first 
term, its class number, relation code, and related term. 
Magnetic tape of the sorted thesaurus records is created. 
Finally, the records are slightly reformatted and output 
on the line printer in alphabetic sequence of the first 
term in the record. 
43 FILES 
Identification — 
I-O Function — 
Medium — 
Recording Mode 
Blocking 
Records-Name 
Format 
TERM I 
TI-CL 
RELAT 
THES-SORT 
Output 
7-track magnetic tape with 
standard label 
Sequential 
7 records of 154 characters 
(150 characters of data plus 
a 4 character count of words 
in the record) per block 
THES-DAT 
68 alphanumeric characters 
containing a term from the 
schedule 
6 alphanumeric characters for 
class number of term in 
TERMl 
2 alphanumeric characters for 
code of relationship of terms 
in record. Code may be 
one of BT, NT, RT. for 
broader, narrower. and 
related terms respectively. 
TERM2 
T2-CL 
Example.— 
— 68 alphanumeric characters 
for the related term 
6 alphanumeric characters 
for the class number of the 
term in TERM2. 
1 68 74 76 144 150 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
TERM 1 T 
2 OUT-FILE 
Identification 
1-0 Function 
Medium 
Blocking 
Records-Names 
Formats 
(1) HEADER TERM 
T-CLASS 
(2) REL-TERM 
RELAT-OUT 
9S 
l-CL 
— 
— 
— 
.— 
— 
— 
— 
NT AUTOMATA THEORY: 9S ,2 
RELAT TERM2 T2-CL 
None 
Output 
Lineprinter 
One record of 120 characters 
per block 
HEADER a n d REL-TERM 
68 alphanumeric characters 
for term 
6 alphanumeric characters for 
class number of term in 
TERM 
2 alphanumeric characters to 
hold code of relationship 
TERM-REL 
TR-CLASS 
Examples.— 
of term in REL-TERM to term 
in HEADER 
— 68 alphanumeric characters 
for rela ted term 
— 6 alphanumeric characters for 
class numbet of related term 
(1) HEADER record 
1 68 74 120 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 9S 
TERM T-CLASS 
(2) REL-TERM record 
1 2 4 6 
FILLER 
74 80 120 
NT AUTOMATA THEORY 9S.2 
FILLER RELAT- FILLER 
OUT 
(3) THES-DATA-IN 
Identification 
1-0 Function 
Medium 
Blocking 
Records-Name 
Format 
KEY-1 
KEY-4 
KEY-2 
KEY-3 
KEY-5 
TERM-REL TR-CLASS FILLER 
— THES-DATA 
— Input 
— 7 track magnetic tape 
— 7 records of 154 characters 
(150 data and 4 characters 
for record word count) per 
block 
— THES-RECORD 
— 68 alphanumeric characters 
for term, used for sort 
— 6 characters for class number 
of term, used for sort 
— 2 characters for relation code 
used for sort 
— 68 characters for related term, 
used for sort 
— 6 characters class number, 
not used for sort 
44 WORKING STORAGE 
PRESENT-HEAD — 
RECl I 
REC2 I 
PR CL 
Holds term of last HEADER 
record output onto line 
printer so that each term is 
printed only once and below 
is listed all terms related 
to that term. 
data records for the COBOL-
SORT tape sort library pro-
gram. 
holds the class number of 
the term in PRESENT-HEAD 
as one term may appear 
in different places in the 
schedule and hence may have 
more than one class number. 
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45 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
ST — calls COBOLSORT to sort the 
data records of THES-DATA-
IN by term, class number, 
relation code, and related 
term in ascending alpha-
betical order producing the 
sorted file, THES-DATA-OUT. 
PRINT-SORTED — opens THES-DATA-OUT for in-
put of sorted records and 
opens OUT-FILE for printing 
of formated records. The 
first record is read from 
THES-DATA-OUT a n d HEAD is 
performed to save the term 
of this record in PRESENT-
HEAD and the class number 
in PR-LC. Using NEW-HEAD 
this term is output as HEADER 
record, NEW-TERM is then 
executed to output REL-TERM 
related to the HEADER term. 
Control is passed to LOOP. 
LOOP — the next record from THES-
DATA-OUT is read. When the 
end of this file is reached 
control goes to FIN. If the 
record contains the same 
term and class number as 
the last HEADER record then 
only the related term is 
printed using NEW-TERM and 
control goes back to LOOP. 
When a new term is found 
control goes to LOOP2. 
LOOP2 — a new HEADER record is 
formed and output and PRE-
SENT-HEAD and PR-CL are 
updated. Control goes to 
LOOP. 
FIN — all records have been pro-
cessed and thus both files 
are closed. The message, 
" A L L D O N E " , is displayed 
on the line printer and execu-
tion stops. 
5 Operating Procedure 
51 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS 
We used an ICL 1901 computer with memory 
size I6K words with 4 bytes per word, 6 bits per 
byte or one character per byte. Peripherals used were 
— one disk 
— four tape drives 
— card reader 
— line printer. 
52 EXECUTION 
521 Initiation of Disk File 
(a) The program, PROG, outputs onto the disk. 
There must be a disk file set up into which the data is 
written. This is accomplished by running the utility 
program, XJEC. 
(b) Listing the Contents of the Disk File 
This utility program outputs the contents of 
the disk file onto the line printer. Run the utility 
programme, XJEL. 
522 Run — PROG 
The programme must be compiled, loaded and 
executed. After any compile, the binary file may 
be saved. Then, next time the program is run, 
the compile step may be omitted and the binary file 
loaded directly and executed. 
PROG, when executing, reads in the data base 
from cards. It outputs onto the disk. Immediately 
before a record is written onto the disk, the record 
is displayed on the line printer. 
If there is an error upon attempting to write a 
4 record onto the disk, one of two messages is printed. 
'' MIKE INVALID KEY ", is printed if the key is invalid 
" MIKE WRITE ERROR ", is printed for any other error 
and the contents of DISK-CHECK are also displayed. 
After either set of messages, the actual key and symbolic 
key are displayed. The record previously displayed 
on the line printer is the record which incurred the 
error. 
523 Run CARl 
The Disk 003003 must first be made available, 
CAR! is then compiled, loaded, and executed from 
tape program or card program. A tape must be 
mounted for the output and labelled THES-DATA. 
Each record that is written onto the tape, THES 
DATA, is also printed on the line printer. 
If the run is successfully completed, the message, 
" A L L DONE", is displayed on the line printer. 
524 Run CAR2 
CAR2 program is compiled, loaded and executed 
from tape program or card program. 
The sort requires that three scratch tapes and the 
input tape, THES-DATA, be mounted. The output 
tape, which is one of the scratch tapes, is to be labelled, 
THES-SORT. 
The sorted thesaurus records will be printed on 
the line printer. 
If the run is successfully completed, the message 
" ALL DONE ", is displayed on the line printer. 
525 Deleting the Disk File 
This is a two step process. The first step is to 
reset the retention period of the disk file to zero. The 
second step is to actually delete the disk file. 
1 Reset the File Retention Period 
Run the utility programme, XJEX. 
2 Deletion of Disk File 
Run the utility programme, XJEC. 
6 F l o w - C h a r t s a n d S a m p l e O u t p u t 
> 
F . L O W C H A R T C . 1 : P R O G 
G E N . A D D R 
B U C K E T N U M B E R 
= B U C K E T N U M -
B E R + 1 
SYMBOLIC K E Y 
* " A l l " 
RETURN 
STACK 
F I R S T - A D D R = 
STACK R E C O R D 
ADDR 
STACK POINTER 
t STACK 
POINTER - 1 
RETURN 
FLOW CHART C-3 : FROG 
STACK POINTER 
" STACK 
POINTER +1 
REL/ITED 
THIS. ADDR ON 
STACK = DISK 
ADDRESS 
THIS-LEVEL ON 
STACK. LEVEL 
NUMBER 
WRITI: 
ROUTINE TO 
OUTPUT RECORD 
STACK POINTER. 
STACK POINTER 
• 1 
INITIATE PEST 
OF STACK 
RECORD 
STACK TERM* 
INPUT TEBM 
PUSH 
ROUTINE TO 
PUSH RECORD 
ONTO STACK 
STACK RECORD 
BROADER LINK = 
DISK ADDRESS OF 
NEXT L O W E R REC 
STACK CLASS 
NUMBER=INPUT 
CLASS NUMBER 
RETURN 
RETURN 
FLOW CHART C - 4 : PROG 
U P 
STACK R E C O R D 
R E L A T E D LINK 
= STACK F I R S T -
ADDR 
ROUTINE TO 
OUTPUT RECORD 
PUSH 
R E L A T E D LINK* 
NEW DISK AD-
DRESS 
W R I T E 
STACK DEVICE 
• INPUT T E R M 
DEVICE 
TPTR = STACK 
POINTER - 1 
E6 SHEPHERD AND WAITERS 
FLOW CHART E.2 : CAR2 
Computer-Generation of Thesaurus 
Specimen Entries in Computer-produced Thesaurus 
GENERATIVE GRAMMAR - 9 L 
BT BY GRAMMAR 
RT BOUNDED CONTEXT GRAMMAR 
RT CATEGORICAL GRAMMAR 
RT COMPLETE GRAMMAR 
RT CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR 
RT FINITE STATE GRAMMAR 
RT FORMAL GRAMMAR 
RT L I N E A R GRAMMAR 
RT MATRIX GRAMMAR 
RT N O N - T R A N S F O R M A T I O N A U GRAMMAR 
RT NORMAL GRAMMAR 
RT OPERATOR P R E C K D E N C L GRAMMAR 
RT PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMAR 
RT PROBABILISTIC AND WEIGHTED GRAMMAR 
RT REDUCIBLE GRAMMAR 
RT SEQUENTIAL GYAMMAR 
R7 TRANSFORMATIONAL GRAMMAR/T GRAMMAR 
RT T R A N S L A T I O N A L GRAMMAR 
RT WE8 GRAMMAR 
GO TO ST 
BT UNCONDITIONAL ST 
RT B R A N C H ST 
- 9 1 
-9N 
-9G 
r9Y 
-9D 
- 9 b 
- 9 * 
- 9 J 
-9x 
-9S 
_9W 
- 9 7 
-9P 
-U 
-9P 
-9H 
-9R 
-9T 
-9V 
-83121 
- 8 3 1 2 
-83l22 
INFORMATION STORAGE -P1 
BT INFORMATION PRFCESSING -p 
RT DISPLAY -p5 
RT INFORMATRON RETRIEVAL -P2 
RT LISTING -P3 
RT MERGING -P7 
RT SORTING -P6 
INFORMATRON RETRIEVAL -p2 
BT INFORMATION PHFCESSiNG _p 
NT BY TECHNIQUE FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
RT DISPLAY -P5 
RT INFORMATION STORAGE -P1 
RT LISTING -p5 
RT MERGING -p7 
RT SORTING -P6 
INPUT -781 
BT FORMAT DESCRIPTION -?8 
NT BLANK COLUMN -7815 
NT E NOTATION/E MODE -7814 
NT F NOTATION/FLOATING P O I N T / R E A L TYPE -7811 
N T H O L L E R I T H R E C U R D / R T O L L E R I T H L I T E R A L - 7 8 1 H 
N T H O L L E R I T H S T R I N G - 7 8 1 8 
N T I N O T A T I O N / I N T E G E R / F I X E D P O I N T T Y P E - 7 8 1 2 
N T L I T E R A L - 7 8 1 L 
NT NEW L I N E S - 7 8 1 7 
N T N E W R E C O R D S - 7 8 1 6 
R T O U T P U T ( D I V I S I O N A S FOR ' I N P U T ' ) - 7 8 5 
Output f rom PROG 
C o m p u t e r - G e n e r a t i o n of T h e s a u r u s 
DISK SUPERSUB- COORDCLASS T E R M 
ADDR ORD ORD LINK N U M B 
LINK LINK 
184A IOC A 185A 189A -9P PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMAR 
189 A l60A 000 190 A -90 CATEGORICAL GRAMMAR 
190A 160A 000 191A -9R TRANSFOPMATlONAL GRAMMAR/T GRAMMAR 
191A l60A 000 192A -9S N O N - TRANSFORMATIONAL GRAMMAR 
192A 1 6 C A 0 00 1 9 3 A -O T T R A N S L A T I O C A L G R A M M A R 
1 9 3 A 160A , 000 194A -II P R O B A B I L I S T I C AND W E I G H T E D G R A M M A R 
194A 160A 000 195A -9V WEB GRAMMAR 
195A 160A 000 196A -9W NORMAL GRAHMAK 
196 A 160 A 0 0 0 197A -9 X M A T R I X G R A M M A R 
197 A 1 6 0 A 0 0 0 168* -9 Y C O M P L E T E GRAMMAR 
167 A 106 A 168A 198 A -91 BY GRAMMAR 
199A 198A 000 000 -8X SYNTAX 
198A 106 A 199A 200A BY S Y N T A X C H A K A C T E R I S T I C S 
201 A 2 0 0 A 000 000 -8V SEMANTICS 
200A 100A 201A 167A BY SEMANTIC CHARACTERISTICS 
166 A 1 0 4 A 167 A 20? A BV L I N G U I S T I C C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
2 0 4 A 203 A 00 0 0 U -8T EXECUTABLE S T A T E M E N T 
2 0 3 A 202 A 204A 20 5A B ¥ EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
2 Q 6 A 205 A 000 207 A -8C FUNCTIONAL S T c I E M fc N T 
2 08A 200A 000 2,09 A -8 El Rf AL PART ST Al M!6 NT 
^09A 2 0 f A 000 208A - 8E2. IMAGINARY PARI STATEMENT 
2 U 7 A 2 0 » A * 0 8 A 2 1 0 A - 8 E COMPLEX ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT 
(i 1 0 A. 2 0 b A 000 206A - H G P H b S IH*P TIV E I N S T R U C T I O N 
2 05 A Z02A 206 A 211A riV FUNCTIONAL ST.STEM EM 
21 2 A 2 1 1 A 0 00 213A - & A J 1 S I N G L E ADRESS 
21 3 A 211A OC'O 214* -8AJ2 TOO ADDRESS 
2 1 4 A 2TJA 0 0 0 215A - H A J ^ M U L T I P L E ABSfct-S 
2 1 5 A 2 1 1 A 0 0 0 216A -8AJ*3<><*£ 0 * TH^EE A S S E S S 
2 1 7 A 2 1 6 A OOU I'I «A " 8 A J A 1 D I R E C T 'DCRJCSSlf 'G 
Data base 
SER LEVELCLASS T E R M 
NO NO 
94 06-nl PROBLEM DIFFERENTIATION 
95 06-H? PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
96 Q6-H3 PROBLEM OEHNlTION 
07 06-H6 PROBLEM SOLVING 
98 05-J PATTERN RECOGNITION 
99 05-X SPEECH RECOGNITION 
100 OS-L LINGUISTIC OPERATIONS 
101 05-H SVMBOL M A N I P U L A T I O N 
102 06-M1 LIST PROCESSING 
1/J3 06-H2 STRING PRfCESSlNG 
104 06-M3 pLEx PROCESSING 
105 06~M5 PICTURE PROCESSING 
106 06-H6 GRAPH P R F C E S S I N G 
107 06-P7 PATTERN CEC0RD1NG 
108 05-p INFORMATION PRFCESSlNG 
109 06-P1 INFORMATION STORAGE 
110 06-P2 INFQRMATRON RETRIEVAL 
111 07 B¥ TECHNIQUE FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
112 08-P21 HIERARCHICAL EXPANSION/PHRASE PRFCEDuRE 
113 08-P22 CLUSTER TECHNIQUE 
114 08-P23 DICTIONARY DISPLAY TECHNIQUE 
115 08-P24 LINEAR QUERY TECHNIQUE 
116 0O-P25 BOOLEAN QUERY TECHNIQUE 
